
“When they shall say, ‘Peace and Safety’ then  
Sudden Destruction comes.”   

1 Thess 5:3 
 

“Martial Law” 
WITHOUT Declaring Martial Law 

“Let us not sleep as do others: but let us watch and be sober.” 
1Thess 5:6 

 

Is the U.S. shouting “War” – or are they covertly promoting 
“War” while talking “Peace”? 

Lorraine Day, M.D. 

 

The UN Promises “Peace and Safety” 

(From their Website) 

UN Peacekeepers provide security and the political and peacebuilding support 
to help countries make the difficult, early transition from conflict to peace. 

UN Peacekeeping is guided by three basic principles:  

• Consent of the parties; 
• Impartiality; 
• Non-use of force except in self-defense and defense of the mandate. 

Peacekeeping is flexible and over the past two decades has been deployed in 
many configurations. There are currently 16 UN peacekeeping operations 
deployed on four continents.  

Today's multidimensional peacekeeping operations are called upon not only to 
maintain peace and security, but also to facilitate the political process, protect 
civilians, assist in the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of former 
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combatants; support the organization of elections, protect and promote human 
rights and assist in restoring the rule of law.  

Success is never guaranteed, because UN Peacekeeping almost by definition 
goes to the most physically and politically difficult environments. However, we 
have built up a demonstrable record of success over our 60 years of existence, 
including winning the Nobel Peace Prize. 

Peacekeeping has always been highly dynamic and has evolved in the face of 
new challenges. Recently, Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon established a 17-
member High-level Independent Panel on UN Peace Operations to make a 
comprehensive assessment of the state of UN peace operations today, and the 
emerging needs of the future. 

 
Peacekeepers Day 2015 
 
On 29 May, UN offices, alongside Member States and non-governmental 
organizations, hold events to honour fallen peacekeepers. Since the first UN 
peacekeeping mission was established in 1948 until April 2015, 3,358 military, 
police and civilian personnel have lost their lives in the service of peace as a 
result of acts of violence, accidents and disease. 

 
'Together for Peace' 
As this year's International Day of UN Peacekeepers falls during the 70th 
anniversary of the United Nations, we are reflecting on the past, present and 
future of UN Peacekeeping and reaffirm our commitment to working 'Together for 
Peace'. 

United	  Nations	  Peacekeeping	  Operations	  -‐	  Principles	  and	  
Guidelines	  (Capstone	  Doctrine)	  

The Challenges Partnership, collectively and as individual Partners, has together 
with others, over the last couple of years been closely involved in supporting the 
UN DPKO in its work developing the first capstone level doctrine for the 
guidance of modern UN-led peacekeeping operations.  
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The first workshop in the UN DPKO-led doctrine development series was hosted 
by the UN DPKO and the Folke Bernadotte Academy with the participation of the 
Challenges Partner organizations in Stockholm in September 2006. All but one of 
the subsequent workshops were hosted by the UN DPKO in cooperation with 
different Challenges Partners in cooperation with and attendance by colleagues 
from many more countries in different regions and with different focuses for each 
workshop. 

 

THE PYRAMID CAPSTONE 

 

The pyramid with the capstone detached has several meanings.   
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One meaning would be the symbol of an unfinished project (i.e. the Great Work of Ages a.k.a the 
New World Order) which is very near completion.  A similar theme is carried in the classic 
depiction of the Tower of Babel.  An image which has the same feeling as the classic pyramid 
seen on the One Dollar Bill. 

A second meaning would be the symbol of the elite or gods (as they see themselves) at the top of 
a compartmentalised system/civilisation.  The pyramid being a monument built by slaves 
(allegedly).  The elite get to stand at the very top and at their vantage point they get to see all, 
hence the All Seeing Eye in the capstone. 

 

Homeland Security 

We are told that Homeland Security is in business to “keep us SAFE.”  It is there 
supposedly to obstruct Terrorists incidents (the vast majority of which it is 
responsible for planning) so everyone in America can “feel safe.” 

However, Homeland Security continues to pummel the U.S. public with threats of 
terrorists incidents to gain more control and keep the public terrified.  But if they 
were doing their job, there wouldn’t be any terrorism incidents.   

 

The Core Missions 

There are five homeland security missions: 

1. Prevent terrorism and enhancing security; 

Obviously, they couldn’t stop the (fake) Sandy Hook massacre, nor the 
(fake) Boston Bombing.  So what good are they for “security”? 

2. Secure and manage our borders; 

Our border with Mexico is wide open. 

3. Enforce and administer our immigration laws; 

They’re enforcing our immigration laws, alright!  The Jews got control of 
the immigration department and the immigration policy of the U.S. after 
they assassinated JFK.  Before that time, most immigration was reserved 
for white, Christians of European background. 
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Once the Jews got control, they have brought every race and color into 
America, and mostly non-Christians, who know nothing of our heritage, 
freedoms, or Christian values Americans used to have. 

While demanding that ALL non-Jews AND Jews of color (such as 
Ethiopian Jews) LEAVE Israel, they are making sure that America is 
“pluralized” to the point that it has lost all of its heritage. 

4. Safeguard and secure cyberspace; 

That’s “New-speak” for CONTROLLING cyberspace.  The internet is the 
major source of truth these days.  The Illuminati/New World Order wants 
to control it completely. 

5. Ensure resilience to disasters; 

What does that mean?  That we have one disaster after another, and we 
never investigate who is behind them? 

 

What Does the Bible say about “Peace and Safety (Security)”? 
 
“But of the times and the seasons, brethren, you have no need that I write 
unto you. 

 
“For yourselves know perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a 
thief in the night. 

 
For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden destruction 
cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and they 
shall not escape. 

 
“But you, brethren, are not in darkness, that that day should overtake you 
as a thief. 

 
“You are all the children of light, and the children of the day: we are not of 
the night, nor of darkness. 

 
“For they that sleep, sleep in the night; and they that be drunken are 
drunken in the night. 

 
“But let us, who are of the day, be sober, putting on the breastplate of faith 
and love; and for an helmet, the expectation of salvation. 
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“For God has not appointed us to wrath, but to obtain salvation by our Lord 
Jesus Christ. . . 

 
 “Rejoice evermore 
 
 “Pray without ceasing.” 
 

“In everything give thanks: for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus 
concerning you.”  1 Thess 5:3-9;16-18 
 

 
Indeed, they already ARE saying, “Peace and Safety.” 

 
 
The Coming “Time of Trouble” 
 
Two thousand years ago, Jesus spoke of the coming Time of Trouble! 
 

“For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of 
the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be.”  Matt 24:21 

 
The Bible tells us a great deal, both spiritually and politically, in Revelation, 
Chapter 13, about a Beast Power, a One World Government, that will set up Ten 
Kingdoms to rule the world.  The whole world, we are told, will worship this Beast 
power, this One World Government - - - except true Christians - - - who will be 
persecuted and martyred for their belief in Jesus Christ. 
 
Indeed, this One World Government is being put in place today - - right before 
our eyes. 
 
What is the Goal?   
 
A One World Government ruled by the Communist, atheist Jews – through the 
United Nations that the Jews founded and funded and still control – a One World 
Government that will have total rule over the earth AND the killing of 5 1/2 billion 
people around the world, including in the U.S., to lower the population of the 
earth to 500 million people. 
 
Cashless Society 
 
Denmark is not part of the euro; they have their own currency, the krone. So far, 
they appear likely to become the first country to abolish cash. The Danish 
government is currently pushing to free some stores, restaurants, and petrol 
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stations from accepting cash payments as Britain was testing last year in 
Manchester. The Danish government is currently proposing to scrap 
cash transactions entirely as part of a package of cost-saving measures 
introduced ahead of the Danish election in September. 
 
We stand on the verge of Economic Totalitarianism that will lead to the total 
control of money by the state. No one will be able to buy or sell without 
government approval. The USA has already provided for the revocation of a 
passport if you owe the government more than $50,000. Passports in Rome were 
invented not to travel between nations, but to be able to travel to prove you did 
not owe money to the state and hence were free to travel. History simply always 
repeats – only the names change. 
 

http://armstrongeconomics.com/archives/30671 

 
Read more at http://investmentwatchblog.com/we-stand-on-the-verge-of-economic-
totalitarianism-that-will-lead-to-the-total-control-of-money-by-the-state-no-one-will-be-able-to-buy-
or-sell-without-government-approval/#fXWKuxdQ2y2h8tWp.99 
 
 
Already, in the United States, 95% of ALL transactions are Cashless. 
 
What does the Bible say about a Cashless Society (the ONLY way that all 
buying and selling can be controlled)? 
 

“And he (the second beast power) causeth all, both small and great, rich 
and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their 
foreheads. 

 
“And that no man might buy or sell, save he that has the mark 
(character), or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.”  
Rev 13:17 

 
With the invention and development of computers, this is the first time in the 
history of civilization that all buying and selling can be controlled.  Never, before 
now, has this been possible.  It is only right now that this prophecy can be 
fulfilled. 

 
Important Events Right Around the Corner 
 
JADE HELM (Joint Assistant Deployment Exercise  Homeland Eradication of 
Local Militants) 
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This supposed Military “Drill” is scheduled to begin on July 15 and continue 
through September 15, however, more recent information suggests that it will 
start in June.  But, actually, it has already started.  Thousands of tanks and other 
military armored vehicles are being placed in position, not just in the 10 states of 
the Southwest, but in many eastern and mid-western states as well, including 
Maryland and Colorado. 
 
 
Jade Helm has already begun! 
 
This Military exercise is occurring all over the United States.  It is clear that they 
are getting military personnel and military vehicles in place in every part of the 
country.  Live explosions started in Flint, Michigan on June 4 without notification 
of the citizens of that city – terrifying them. 
 
It is absurd to call this a Military “drill” or Military “exercise.”  The United States 
has been involved in almost perpetual war for over 20 years.  They have had an 
overwhelming amount of experience in both rural and urban warfare.  There is 
NO NEED for a “drill.” 
 
This is nothing but a cover story given to the naïve, ignorant, unthinking 
American public so the government can position tanks, other armored vehicles 
and military personnel in key locations all over the U.S., to enforce Martial Law – 
possibly without even calling it “Martial Law.”  We are transitioning into a 
totalitarian, Communist Police State. 
 
Martial Law Is Already Here! 
 
The Boston Bombing Hoax was a perfect example of “Martial Law.”  While the 
police were looking for the Tsarnaev brothers (to be their patsies), curfews were 
enforced, homes were searched without a warrant, the residents were told to stay 
off the streets and in their homes, and armored vehicles were on the streets. 
 
THAT is “Martial Law.” 
 
Other evidence of Martial Law: 
 
Twin Towers on 9/11: The clean-up crews for the Twin Towers (9/11) were 
sworn to silence regarding what they saw in the remains of the building. 
 
Sandy Hook Massacre Hoax:  The Demolition crew for the Sandy Hook school 
were sworn to silence.   
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-sandy-hook-masssacre-school-demolition-
crew-sworn-to-silence/5354593  
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“Free Speech Zones” are confined to 2 or 3 tiny places on college campuses. 
  
https://www.thefire.org/infographic-free-speech-zones-on-americas-campuses-2/ 
 
Patriot Act – Congress was not allowed to see the bill before passage.  The 
Patriot Act is no longer in existence, but has been replaced with the “Freedom” 
Act which, of course, establishes the OPPOSITE of “freedom.” 
 
TPP (Trans Pacific Partnership)– Congress was not allowed to see the bill 
before passage. 
 
ObamaCare (Affordable Care Act) – Congress was not allowed to see the bill 
before passage.  Obviously, Congress is NOT running the country!  Just 
“who” kept Congress from seeing the bill before voting on it?  Obviously, 
the authors of the bill – who are the agents of the Jewish Illuminati that 
runs this country. 
 
NDAA (National Defense Authorization Act) signed into law on Dec. 26, 2013, 
allows for indefinite military detention of civilians, including U.S. civilians 
WITHOUT due process: Indefinite detention WITHOUT any charges filed, and 
WITHOUT any trial.  Recently, Barack Obama has publicly announced that the 
enforcement of the measures found in NDAA has been handed over to John 
Kerry (real name Kohn – Jewish). 
 
Recent California Water Legislation – Remains Top Secret and off-limits to 
everyone except the chosen few. 
 
Wal-Mart “in-league” with the Government for Jade Helm 
 
Wal-Mart received $1 Billion Dollars in government subsidies to build Wal-Mart 
stores all over the U.S. even though they have many stores they have left empty.  
No one will lease these stores because they are too big. 
 

CNN Money, back on May 24, 2004, had an article about a watchdog 
group reporting Wal-Mart had received about 1 Billion dollars in 
government subsidies to expand their business, building stores, buying 
property and such. Wal-Mart shopping for subsidies? That is a decent 
amount of money that Wal-Mart is getting to increase the number of 
stores across the country. Wal-Mart also has a habit of closing down 
stores and then building new stores in other cities and towns. They 
still own these closed stores and usually put them up for lease or sale 
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but very few actually get leased or sold because they are too big and 
cost too much for most businesses to use.  
 
On average as of March 2005 Wal-Mart had about 350 empty stores 
across the U.S with a combined total area of about 26.7 million sq ft. 
www.sprawl-busters.com... That is a large number of empty massive 
buildings built with the help of government money. Now the average 
jail cell is 8ft x 12ft. but lets say 10ft x 14ft to include wall thickness 
as well. That would give you 190,714 cells if you used every inch for 
cells only. This doesn't work because you need corridors, guard rooms 
and such so lets drop that number to a conservative 175,000 jail cells. 
Multiply that by 2 people per cell and you have 350,000 people.  

 
 
Recent Wal-mart closings for “plumbing” issues:  These are very suspicious 
for at least 4 reasons:  1) the closings are for 6 months (beginning in March 2015 
and supposedly ending in September (when Jade Helm supposedly “ends”), and 
2) according to licensed plumbers, no plumbing issue in the store could possibly 
take 6 months to fix or change, and 3) no permits for plumbing for any of these 
stores have been applied for in their respective cities, 4) heavy equipment, 
capable of digging large underground tunnels, is being brought into these Wal-
Mart properties. 
 
Wal-Mart Stores to be used as Detention Centers or for assembling sites 
for shipment of detainees to Internment Camps: A reasonable conclusion is 
that these abandoned and recently closed Wal-Mart stores are to be used as 
detention centers for dissidents or for holding centers for subsequent shipment of 
detainees to Internment Camps.  
 
Wal-Mart Underground Tunnels? 

A new theory brought forth by researcher and YouTube commentator Daboo777 
suggests that Wal-mart might be working directly with the Department of 
Homeland Security and the so-called plumbing issues give them the pretext to 
bring in heavy machinery without having to explain the specific reasons for doing 
so with an overly curious public. 

But what would this heavy machinery be used for? 

According to one theory, Wal-mart is working in conjunction with DHS to expand 
the government’s underground tunneling system and is integrating it with a larger 
national emergency response network designed to move supplies and people 
during a crisis. 
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In this information…in digging… we come to find out that there have been 
projects in different areas… not specifically tied to the exact Wal-marts 
that have been closed down at the moment… but they can very well be 
going through a process connecting them to an underground network. 

This was brought up years ago when they were getting the funding and passing 
this… Homeland Security, in order to secure the safety of citizens in case of a 
nuclear, or biological attack. 

However, another, more imminent reason may be to build a tunnel system 
to transport – underground – the detainees brought to the abandoned and 
closed Wal-Mart stores, to the Internment Camps without the knowledge of 
the public. 

Wal-Mart Installing Face Recognition Cameras 
 
The New Wal-Mart store in Colorado Springs, CO has installed Facial 
Recognition Cameras. 
http://undergroundworldnews.com/2015/05/23/look-facial-recognition-cameras-
installed-at-new-walmart-in-colorado/ 
 
Government Cover Story 
 
Again, the government, through the Jewish-controlled media, is stating that Jade 
Helm is nothing more than a “military exercise” and the public should not be 
concerned. 
 
Do you think the U.S. government would tell us the truth?  Is there a Brooklyn 
Bridge for sale? 
 
The strategy of the Jewish Illuminati elitists comes directly from Satan.  It is 
heavily embedded with Talmudic, Judaistic paganism, including symbols and 
chronology. 
 
Jade Helm, according to the government, will occur between July 15 and 
September 15.  At that time, all the military vehicles and personnel will be 
strategically placed to quell riots. 
 
What will instigate the riots? 
 
“Bail-ins” 
 
Many top economists foretell a catastrophic financial collapse that is likely to 
occur this fall (2015) – a collapse far worse than the depression that began in 
1929. 
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As the banks teeter on the brink of bankruptcy, they will confiscate all our 
deposits (yours and mine) to bail themselves out – a plan that has already been 
made “legal” by your Congress. 
 
These are called “Bail-ins.”  (Do a Google search on your computer.)  The 
American population will be destitute overnight. 
 
(“Bail-outs” occurred in 2008 when the Jewish-controlled U.S. government used 
U.S. taxpayer funds to cover the banks’ losses from their very dangerous 
“investments” in derivatives and other perilous financial instruments.  That was 
outrageous, but not nearly as “personal” and destructive as Bail-ins!) 
 
Is there any significance in the coming “Blood Moons”? 
 
The Blood Moon Prophecy is a theory studied and taught by some Christian 
ministers, such as John Hagee and Mark Biltz, which states that an ongoing 
tetrad (a series of four consecutive lunar eclipses—coinciding on Jewish 
Holidays—with six full moons in between, and no intervening partial lunar 
eclipses) which began with the April 2014 lunar eclipse is a sign of the end times 
as described in the Bible in Acts 2:20 and Revelation 6:12. 
 
 
On April 15, 2014, there was a total lunar eclipse. It was the first of four 
consecutive total eclipses in a series, known as a tetrad; a second one took place 
on October 8, 2014, third one on April 4, 2015 and the remaining one will take 
place on September 28, 2015. It is one of eight tetrads during the 21st century 
AD.[1] As with most lunar eclipses, the moon appeared red during the April 15 
eclipse.[2][3] The red color is caused by Rayleigh scattering of sunlight through the 
Earth's atmosphere, the same effect that causes sunsets to appear red. Pastor 
John Hagee, and evangelical “Christian” Zionist, also connects the solar eclipse 
of March 20, 2015 in the middle of the sequence. 
  
The idea of a "blood moon" serving as an omen of the coming of the end times 
comes from the Book of Joel, where it is written "the sun will turn into darkness, 
and the moon into blood, before the great and terrible day of the Lord comes."[4] 
This phrase is again mentioned by the apostle Peter during Pentecost, as 
recorded in Acts,[5] although Peter says that date, not some future date, was the 
fulfillment of Joel's prophecy. The blood moon also appears in the book of 
Revelation chapter 6 verses 11 - 13,[6] where verse 12 says " And I beheld when 
he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun 
became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood" 
 
Four Blood Moons: The lunar eclipse tetrad 
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Called a tetrad, such a series of four total eclipses in a row is a fairly rare event. 
The last such series happened in the years 2003 and 2004. It will only occur 
seven more times in the current century. 
 
So while a tetrad of total lunar eclipses is somewhat rare, it is not extraordinarily 
so, and probably nothing to make a fuss about. After all, the only thing that 
happens during a lunar eclipse is that the moon spends a couple of hours 
passing through the Earth's shadow, hardly something to be concerned about. 
Unfortunately, there are still many superstitious people in the world. Such is the 
case in the book "Four Blood Moons: Something Is About to Change" (Worthy 
Publishing, 2013) by John Hagee, which suggests a link between the new total 
lunar eclipse tetrad and biblical prophecy about the end times. 
 
Coming Financial Collapse 
 
A financial website, Business Insider, considered to be legitimate by the 
mainstream financiers has the following to say: 
 

“Oliver Wyman Group has released a very interesting piece about the 
potential for a future financial crisis (thanks to the FT).  They make the 
case that the next great financial crisis will occur around 2015 and will be 
the result of a massive bubble in commodity markets that results in 
widespread economic collapse and sovereign defaults.” 

 
Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/the-financial-crisis-of-2015-
2011-1#ixzz3cFKnDG5W 

 
Fortune Magazine 
 
Another mainstream financial magazine, Fortune, states the following: 
 
Optimists hope that an accelerating U.S. economy will have what it takes to drag 
the rest of the world out of the doldrums, as it has done during so many past 
recoveries. But David Levy, economist and chairman of the Jerome Levy 
Forecasting Center, argues that the problems of the rest of the world will end up 
taking the U.S. down, rather than the other way around. 
 
Levy is calling for a 65% chance that there will be a global recession by the end 
of 2015, based on the simple fact that emerging markets have continued to invest 
in an export infrastructure to sell goods to the West that it no longer has the 
wherewithal to buy. 
 
Levy is an intellectual descendant of the economist Hyman Minsky, a heterodox 
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thinker who spent many years working at the Jerome Levy Economic Institute 
and whose theories were largely ignored by economists up until the latest 
financial crisis. Once the crisis struck, however, Minsky’s ideas seemed to make 
a lot more sense. He argued that capitalist economies slowly and naturally 
become unstable over time, as banks and private businesses take on more and 
more debt, until the system finally snaps under the weight of these obligations. 
After surveying the wreckage caused by an over-leveraged banking system, 
which had gorged itself on debt backed by overvalued real estate, the economics 
world has begun to pay much closer to attention to Minsky and his views on 
financial instability. 
 
Indeed, Minsky and his ideas have captured the attention of big-name figures like 
hedge fund titan Ray Dalio and economist and Financial Times columnist Martin 
Wolf, who began his latest book with a quote from Minsky arguing that 
economists ought to formulate theories in which depressions are a naturally 
occurring state for capitalist economies. These thinkers have been drawn to the 
Minksian notion that, over the long run, capitalist economies will inevitably suffer 
from the kind of trouble we’ve been in recently because capitalist systems 
encourage the growth of debt. 
 
 

Global debt: The new bubble 
World Economy 
Intermoney | March 6, 2015 | From 2007-2015, global debt has increased 
289% in excess GDP. The rapid increase of global indebtedness and financial 
asset prices could actually be defined as a global bubble with a major 
destabilizing factor: the significant surpluses accumulated by certain countries 
that force others to adopt a deficit position. International liquidity growth 
has only raised the volume of speculative money flows, which are now 
able to destabilise any economy, regardless of their economic virtues. 
 
Many financial experts are predicting that a Global Recession/Depression is 
coming in 2015 – possibly in  September or October (favorite months for 
economic collapse). 
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Military exercises in Alaska for the next FIVE YEARS  
 
Exercise: Northern Edge to Begin June 15, 2015 in Alaska 
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The US Navy is planning to conduct wargame exercises in Alaska for the 
next five years that will involve “heavy bombing”, causing huge disruption 
to wildlife.  
 
Residents fear that the land will become polluted with 350,000 pounds of 
spent munitions and fish will die off due to contamination of the sea.  
 
- See more at: http://yournewswire.com/us-to-heavily-bomb-alaska-in-war-games-exercise-
lasting-5-years/#sthash.iVfvNwR5.dpuf 
 
 
Why the war games in Alaska? 
 
Obviously, as a “cover” for actual WAR against Russia.  The U.S. and NATO 
have more than 20 bases surrounding the East end of Russia.  Now they are 
undoubtedly preparing many bases in Alaska – on the West end of Russia. 
 
Zbigniew Brzezinski writes in his book, “The Grand Chessboard” that occupying 
Ukraine (which the U.S. has recently taken over in a coup) is critical for 
conquering Russia, so the Jews can continue their march toward control of the 
world through a One World Government. 
 

Does it ALL Come Together in September/October of 2015? 
 

What is the Evidence? 
 
As we have learned from our many other studies, the Jews control America – and 
the world – from behind the scenes.  The most powerful, and wealthiest clan in 
the world is the Rothschild family, primarily headquartered in London, Jews 
whose name originally was Mayer.   
 
All the Wall Street and Federal Reserve bankers are Jewish.  Even though these 
Jews are not religious, they often plan their activities relative to pagan signs, 
pagan holidays, and pagan rituals. 
 

Sabbatical/Shemitah and the Jubilee 
 

In the Old Testament, God commanded that the Israelites rest their agricultural 
land every 7 years – known as a Sabbatical year (also called Shemitah).  At the 
end of every 7 Sabbaticals (49 years), the fiftieth year was the Jubilee year, 
when all land returned to its original owner and all slaves were freed. 
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The Sabbatical years and the subsequent Jubilees began when the Israelites 
entered Canaan. 
 
During the course of an Israelite’s life, if he incurred a debt from a business 
transaction, or if he stole from another Israelite, he could pay his debt by selling 
his land, or if the land had already been sold, he could sell himself as a slave to 
work off his debt. 
 
The amount of the sale of the land, or the sale of himself as a slave was 
determined by the years remaining until the Jubilee – when, again, all land was 
returned to its original owner, and every Israelite slave was set free. 
 
Obviously, the Jubilee had enormous significance to the Israelites – a cause for 
major celebrations. 
 
Israelites were NOT “Jews” 
 
Even though we know that the present-day Jews are in no way related to the Old 
Testament Israelites, and are indeed descended from the Khazars – barbarian 
GENTILE Mongol Turks from Khazaria (an area in and near the Caucasus 
mountains – near the present Ukraine), the present-day Jews embrace the fiction 
that they ARE descendants from the Old Testament Israelites, and thus, continue 
to practice some of their customs. 
 
IT IS OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE TO UNDERSTAND THAT THIS SEPTEMBER, 
2015, BEGINS THE 70TH JUBILEE OF THE “JEWS”! 
 
THERE WILL NOT BE ANOTHER JUBILEE FOR 50 YEARS! 
 
Do you really believe they’ll wait another 50 years to do their evil deeds? 
 
Let us repeat that in the Israel of the Old Testament, during the Jubilee 
year, all the Israelite slaves were freed (but the non-Israelite slaves 
remained slaves). 
 
Because the present-day Jews incorrectly believe they are descendants of the 
Old Testament Israelites, and that the Old Testament Israelites were “Jews” – 
and God’s “chosen people” - as opposed to “Gentiles” who they viewed as “lower 
than beasts,” the Jubilee year was a year of Freedom for Jews – NOT Gentiles – 
(who remained enslaved). 
 
Karl Marx, a Jew – and one of the authors of Communism (that originates 
directly from the Jewish Talmud – the “holiest” book of the Jews) said, 
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“The meaning of Peace is the absence of opposition to 
Communism.” 

 
The Jews believe that when the non-Jews are all enslaved, then the Jews will be 
FREE!  That is the significance of this 70th Jubilee! 
 
One more IMPORTANT Fact Regarding the Sabbatical/Shemitah! 
 
We know that 2015 is a Sabbatical year.  
 
So what happened the last Sabbatical year – 7 years ago – in 2008? 
 
Answer: The 2008 Stock Market Crash – and the Recession! 
 
And what happened during the Sabbatical year before that – in 2001? 
 
Answer: The Twin Towers/911  !!! 
 
Do you see the pattern? 
 
Is it not reasonable to expect something major to happen in this sabbatical 
year – 2015 – particularly when it is the beginning of the “Jewish” Jubilee? 
 
 
What should we do? 
 
Should we move to another state? 
 
Would Colorado be safer?   
 
Colorado is a major New World Order state:  they have just legalized marijuana, 
and Colorado Springs and Aspen are major centers of Illuminati think tanks. 
 
How about Arkansas? 
 
Because of Bill Clinton’s governorship of Arkansas and the massive drug-running 
by the CIA through the Mena, Arkansas airport, the whole state is loaded with 
government crime. 
 
In addition, the headquarters of Wal-mart is in Northwest Arkansas.  Wal-mart is 
a major “player” in Jade Helm. 
 
The bottom line is that there is no place to hide.  Heat-seeking sensors can be 
used from helicopters to find anyone hiding in the woods – anywhere. 
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Should we move to another country? 
 
The New World Order will involve every country and every government.  Most 
third world countries endure more totalitarianism already than the U.S. does. 
 
Should we grow our own garden? 
 
That’s a good idea, but that will also be outlawed by the government, eventually.  
Furthermore, your neighbors will steal your food. 
 
Should we have a large stash of dehydrated food? 
 
Again, as the famines increase, your neighbors will come with guns to steal your 
food from you?  If you are a true Christian, you will not kill or maim your 
“neighbor” in order to protect your food. 
 
Should we buy gold? 
 
When the depression hits full force and the price of gold sky-rockets, the U.S. 
government will no doubt make it illegal to own gold, just as it did in 1933.  The 
Jewish-controlled U.S. government wants ALL the wealth for itself – not in the 
hands of the rank and file citizen. 
 
Should we take our money out of the bank? 
It is already against the law to have money in a safe deposit in the bank.  If you 
keep your money at home, it can be stolen, and it also can be perceived by a 
surveillance truck driving by your home – as can gold and silver. 
 
Furthermore, the U.S. government is undoubtedly going to eliminate cash soon, 
as we transition into a Cashless society.  And as inflation increases dramatically, 
the cash will be worth little more than the paper on which it is printed. 
 
Should we be concerned about searching for truth on the internet, as all our 
searches can be followed and charted? 
 
 “Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” 
 
We must never become so fearful that we stop searching for truth.  
 
Should we be concerned about sharing this information with others? 
 
We must share the truth with those who truly want to KNOW truth, and who are 
willing to listen. 
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As I have said many times, we are on this earth for one reason and one reason 
only – to get to KNOW God, and to learn to TRUST God with everything in our 
life. 
 
God is recreating the circumstances of the Exodus, circumstances in which we 
will have no ability to get food, water, clothing, air conditioning, or heating – ALL 
the things that God provided for the Israelites – ALL the things they could NOT 
provide for themselves in the Sinai desert. 
 
Just like the Israelites of old, we must learn to trust God for all these things. 
 
God fed Elijah through the ravens at the Brook Cherith. 
 
God provided water for Elijah at the brook Cherith. 
 
God provided water out of a rock in the wilderness. 
 
God provided manna from heaven in the wilderness. 
 
These stories in the Bible are not just for the delight of children.  They are for us, 
as adults, to embrace for the increasing of our faith in our Heavenly Father. 
 
Watch and Be Ready! 
 
God commands us to “Watch and be Ready.”  We may not know exactly what the 
Adversary is planning or the specific timing of the events, no matter how much 
information we receive, but God knows, because He has planned every event in 
history – and in the future. 
 
As long as we stay close to the One who DOES know what is happening – Jesus 
Christ – we can be free from fear! 
 
 


